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VAbstract
Combustion is by far the most commonly used technology for energy con-
version. The analysis of entropy generation and exergy loss is normally used
to optimize thermal energy technologies such as gas turbines. The loss of
exergy in the combustor is the largest of all component losses in gas turbine
systems. The exergy efficiency of gas turbine combustors is typically 20-30%
according to [1]. In recent years the focus on reduction of climate gas and
pollutant emissions from combustion has been a driving factor for research
on combustion efficiency. The emphasis on fuel economy and pollution re-
duction from combustion motivates a study of the exergy efficiency of a
combustion process. A bulk exergy analysis of the combustor does not take
into account the complexity of the combustion process. The spatial dimen-
sions of the flame must be accounted for in order gain detailed information
about the entropy generation. This motivates a study of the local entropy
production in a flame and quantifying the mechanisms that reduce the ex-
ergetic efficiency. The entropy production in combustion is also believed to
have an effect on the stability of the flame. As most combustors operate
with turbulent flow the emphasis of this report is on turbulent combustion.
The source of exergy destruction or irreversibility in combustion is gen-
erally attributed to four different mechanisms: chemical reaction, internal
heat transfer, mass diffusion of species, and viscous dissipation [2]. The
irreversibilities from the first three sources have been computed for a turbu-
lent hydrogen (H2) jet diffusion flame using prescribed probability density
functions and data from experiments. The contribution of each source of
exergy destruction is locally quantifed in the flame. Two different model-
ing assumptions are made, one based on a fast chemistry assumption and
the other based on curve fitted relations from experimental data. The sec-
ond law efficiency of the flame was found to be 98.7% when assuming fast
chemistry, and 76.0% when curve fits from experimental data where used.
The contribution from viscous dissipation has in previous studies been
found to be negligible [3], and in order to simplify the modeling of the
turbulent flow its contribution to the total entropy production has not been
studied in this report.
VI
Sammendrag
Forbrenning er globalt sett den klart mest brukte teknologien i energiom-
formingsprosesser. Eksergianalyse og analyse av entropiproduksjon brukes
vanligvis til å analysere termiske energi- og prosessanlegg slik som gasstur-
biner. Forbrenningskammeret bidrar mest av alle enkeltkomponenter til å
senke eksergivirkningsgraden i prosessen. Eksergitapet i forbrenningskam-
meret i gassturbiner er typisk rundt 20-30% i følge [1]. I senere år har det
vært mye fokus på å redusere utslipp av klimagasser og annen forurens-
ing, og dette har vært en drivende faktor for forskning på effektiv forbren-
ning. Pådriv for å få bedre ressursutnyttelse og brenseløkonomi fra forbren-
ningsprosesser gjør det interessant å studere virkningsgraden med relasjoner
fra termodynamikkens andre hovedsetning. En eksergianalyse på stor skala
tar ikke hensyn til romgradienter, noe som er nødvendig for å få detaljert
informasjon om entropiproduksjon siden flere komplekse fysiske transport-
fenomen tar sted i flammen. Det er derfor nødvendig å studere flammen på
et lokalt nivå for å kvantifisere hvor mye ulike mekanismer bidrar til den
totale entropiproduksjonen i flammen.
Kilden til eksergidestruksjon eller irreversibilitet i forbrenning kan tilskrives
fire ulike mekanismer: kjemisk reaksjon, intern varmeoverføring, massedif-
fusjon og viskøs dissipasjon. Irreversibilitetene fra de tre første kildene er
beregnet ved hjelp av foreskrevne sannsynnlighetstetthetsfunksjoner i en
turbulent diffusjonsflamme der hydrogen (H2) er brensel. Entropiproduk-
sjonsbidraget fra disse tre mekanismene er lokalt kvantifisert i flammen.
Simulasjonene er kjørt med to ulike modelleringsantagelser som gir svært
forskjellige resultater. Simulasjonene ble først kjørt for en rask kjemi an-
tagelse og deretter med kurvetilpasninger av data fra eksperimenter. Ek-
sergivirkningsgraden til flammen er 98.7% når rask kjemi er antatt, og 76%
for simulasjonen med kurvetilpasninger.
Tidligere studier antyder at viskøs dissipasjon har et svært lite bidrag
til den totale entropiproduksjonen i turbulente flammer [3], og for å gjøre
turbulensmodelleringen enklere er ikke dette studert i denne rapporten.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Combustion is a complex process requiring knowledge from a variety of dif-
ferent fields such as thermodynamics, fluid dynamics, chemistry, turbulence,
heat and mass transfer. In recent years a lot of effort has been put into in-
creasing the energy efficiency of combustion. The efforts have been mostly
focused on increasing the efficiency with regard to the First Law of Ther-
modynamics Eq. A.2, but some aspects of combustion (like flame stability)
are believed to be controlled by the Second Law of Thermodynamics Eq.
A.3 therefore further investigation is needed on this subject.
Exergy analysis of combustion has traditionally only been done at a
bulk scale, looking at the difference in flow exergy at the input and output
streams. This “black box” approach has limited usefulness, as it does not
give any information how the irreversibilities arise. A local study of entropy
production in a flame can improve our understanding of several combustion
phenomena.
Irreversible thermodynamics, turbulent flow and combustion are very
complex research fields. This thesis seeks to include theories from these
three topics in modelling the local entropy production of a jet diffusion
flame.
The current design of combustors is largely based on empirical relations
with trial and error in order to find an optimal operating window. In re-
cent years many new fuels have been introduced as possible energy carriers,
and it is too time consuming to test these fuels thoroghly for all operating
parameters one might encounter.
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1.2 Problem description
Exergy is a measure of the maximum useful work from a thermodynamic
process. Irreversibility is synonymous with the term exergy destruction,
which is the amount of the useful work that is lost in a process. The ther-
modynamic irreversibility of a process is characterized its entropy generation
(from Eq. A.3) in the process. For continuous processes performed by a
system, Eq.1.1, gives the relation between the rate of exergy destruction I˙,
and S˙gen is the rate of entropy generation.
I˙ = T0S˙gen (1.1)
From Som(2005) [2] the exergetic efficiency or second law efficiency is
then given as
ηII = 1− I˙
A˙in
, (1.2)
where A˙in represents the exergy flowing in to the system.
The irreversibility of heat transfer, mass transfer and chemical reaction
in a turbulent nonpremixed hydrogen jet flame have been computed from
a relatively simple model coupled with experimental data. The author has
written a routine using prescribed probability density functions to solve the
flow field. This eliminates the need for an elaborate turbulence model. The
resolution of the entropy production calculations was limited by the number
of measuring points in the experiment.
Chapter 2
Basic Theory
This equations and derivations in this chapter and the next chapter is mainly
based on a working note by Ivar Ertesvåg [4].
2.1 Transport equations
The momentum equation is given as
ρ
Dui
Dt
= ∂
∂t
(ρui) +
∂
∂xj
(ρuiuj) =
∂
∂xj
(−pδij + τij) + ρfi, (2.1)
Where τij is the viscous stress tensor and fi represents body force.
In a mixture of different compounds the continuity equation can be
expressed for each species k and we get the mass fraction
∂
∂t
(ρYk) +
∂
∂xj
(ρYkuj) =
∂
∂xj
(−jk,j) +Rk (2.2)
where jk,j is the mass flux and Rk is the reaction rate.
The continuity equation is obtained from summing Eq. 2.2 for all species
Dρ
Dt
+ ρ∂uj
∂xj
= 0 (2.3)
and the energy equation is given as
ρ
De
Dt
= ∂
∂xj
(
−qj −
∑
k
hkjk,j
)
− p∂uj
∂xj
+ τij
∂ui
∂xj
+Q+ F (2.4)
where the term Q is the volumetric energy production, and F is the
energy source term due to body forces.
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2.2 Flux relations
This section gives the relations for different molecular fluxes.
The Newtonian viscous stress tensor is given as
τij = µ
(
∂ui
∂xj
+ ∂uj
∂xi
)
+ (µB − 23µ)
∂ul
∂xl
δij. (2.5)
Fouriers law for heat transfer
qj = −λ ∂T
∂xj
(2.6)
With the assumption that mass diffusion is controlled by the concentra-
tion gradients only, and not by the temperature or pressure gradients, we
get Fick’s law of mass diffusion
−jk,j = ρDk ∂Yk
∂xj
(2.7)
Where Dk is the diffusivity of compound k in the mixture.
−qj −
∑
k
hkjk,j =
λ
cp
∂h
∂xj
−
∑
k
(
λ
cp
− ρDk
)
hk
∂Yk
∂xj
. (2.8)
Here the thermal conductivity and the specific heat capacity is for the
mixture, while the diffusion coefficient is for the individual species.
2.3 Entropy equation
The chemical potential for ideal gases is equal to the specific Gibbs function
µk = gk = hk−Tsk. From Ertesvåg and Kolbu(2005) [5] the classical Gibbs
equation can be expressed
Tρ
Ds
Dt
= ρDe
Dt
− p
ρ
Dρ
Dt
− ρ
∑
k
µk
DYk
Dt
. (2.9)
The entropy equation is then obtained from the above equation and the
equations of mass, continuity, and energy
ρ
Ds
Dt
= ∂
∂xj
(
−qj
T
−
∑
k
skjk,j
)
−
(
− qj
T 2
)
∂T
∂xj
+ 1
T
∑
k
(−jk,j)
(
∂µk
∂xj
)
T
+ Q
T
+ Φ
T
+ F
T
− 1
T
∑
k
µkRk. (2.10)
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Q is the volumetric energy production, either by internal sources or by
radiation. Φ is the viscous dissipation term. F is a energy source term due
to body forces
The equation for mean entropy generation per unit volume (here taken
from [5]) was first derived by Hirschfelder et.al [6]. It kan be derived from
the turbulence averaging relations shown in the next chapter.
∂
∂t
(ρs˜) + ∂
∂xj
(ρs˜u˜j) =
∂
∂xj
(
−qj
T
−
∑
k
skjk,j − ρs′′u′′j
)
+
(
− qj
T 2
)
∂T
∂xj
+
∑
k
(
−jk,j
T
)(
∂µk
∂xj
)
T
+
(
Q
T
)
+
(Φ
T
)
+
(
F
T
)
−
(
1
T
∑
k
µkRk
)
(2.11)
The radiation term QT and the body force
F
T is set to zero in order to sim-
plify the calculations. The terms
(
− qj
T 2
)
∂T
∂xj
,
∑
k
(
− jk,jT
) (
∂µk
∂xj
)
T
,−
(
1
T
∑
k µkRk
)
and
(
Φ
T
)
are respectively the entropy production terms due to heat transfer,
mass transfer, chemical reaction and viscous dissipation of the flow.
2.4 Turbulence and density averaged equations
The Reynolds number is given as the ratio between inertia forces and viscous
forces in the flow. It is a dimensionless value whch is important for flow
characterization. For pipe flow the Reynolds number is given by Eq. 2.12
where ν is the dynamic viscosity.
Red =
Ud
ν
(2.12)
When the Reynolds number surpasses a critical value, the flow becomes
unsteady and a transition from laminar to turbulent flow may happen. The
critical Reynolds number for pipe flow is typically around 2300. If Reynolds
number higher than 10000, the flow is considered to be fully turbulent. If
Red is somwhere in between the flow is in transition.
A turbulent flow is characterized by chaotic movement and random fluc-
tuations. The characteristics of the flow are very different from those of a
laminar flow. The flow contains rotating eddies of different length and time
scales. By separating the flow into a mean value and a fluctuating value the
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equations of momentum, mass and energy can be more easily be rewritten
to a manageable form which accounts for the properties of the turbulent
flow.
Reynolds averaging gives
φ = φ+ φ′ (2.13)
where φ is a general property. The mean component φ is defined as the
average value of the property over a long time interval ∆t as in
φ =
∫ t0+∆t
t0
φ(t)dt (2.14)
and φ′ is its fluctuation.
In a turbulent flame there are large fluctuations in density, species
concentrations, flow velocity and temperature. Favre-averaging (density-
averaging) is therefore the preferred method of describing reacting flows.
φ = φ˜+ φ′′ (2.15)
here φ˜ is averaged by the density
φ˜ = ρφ
ρ¯
(2.16)
and φ′′ is it’s fluctuation.
2.4.1 Turbulence averaged equations
The turbulent kinetic energy is given as
k = 12u
′
iu
′
i =
1
2(u
′2
1 + u′22 + u′23 ) (2.17)
The Favre averaged continuity equation is
∂ρ
∂t
+ ∂
∂xj
(ρu˜j) = 0. (2.18)
Inserting Eq. 2.15 in to Eq. 2.1 yields the Favre averaged momentum
equation, Eq. 2.19.
∂
∂t
(ρu˜i) +
∂
∂xj
(ρu˜iu˜j) = − ∂p
∂xi
+ ∂
∂xj
(τij − ρu′′i u′′j + ρfi). (2.19)
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The Favre averaged energy equation is
∂
∂t
(ρ¯h˜)+ ∂
∂xj
(ρ¯h˜u˜j) =
∂p¯
∂t
+u˜j
∂p¯
∂xj
+u′′ ∂p
∂xj
+ ∂
∂xj
(
−q¯j −
∑
k
hkjk,j − ρh′′u′′j
)
+Φ¯+Q¯
(2.20)
The transport equation for the mean mass fraction is
∂
∂t
(ρ¯Y˜k) +
∂
∂xj
(ρ¯Y˜ku˜j) =
∂
∂xj
(−jk,j − ρY ′′ku′′j) + R¯k (2.21)
For an ideal gas
1
T
(
∂µk
∂xj
)
T
= Rk
(
1
Yk
∂Yk
∂xj
+ 1
p
∂p
∂xj
)
(2.22)
The pressure term in 2.22 can be set to 0 in a jet diffusion flame since
variation in pressure are minimal compared to the concentration gradients.
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Chapter 3
Diffusion flames
3.1 Description of nonpremixed flames
A nonpremixed flame or a diffusion flame has, in contrast to a premixed
flame, a separate fuel and oxidizer stream. It is called a diffusion flame since
the reaction and flame speed is characterized by the rate of diffusion between
fuel and oxidizer. It is the most common type of combustion in industrial
applications. A typical diffusion flame is encountered in gas turbines, but
it is also used for many other industrial applications. Fig. 3.1 shows the
development of flame length with increase in nozzle velocity. Turbulent
flames are observed to have the same flame length when the jet velocity is
increased. This indicates the rate of turbulent mixing is proportional with
jet velocity.
Some important dimensionless constants for nonpremixed flames are
given below
The Schmidt number (Sc) is the relation between the viscosity of the
flow and the mass diffusivity
Sc = νD (3.1)
The Prandtl number (Pr) provides a measure of the relative contribution
of momentum and energy transport by diffusion.
Pr = ν
α
(3.2)
The Lewis number (Le) describes the ratio of thermal diffusivity over
mass diffusivity. It couples the energy equation with the mass transport
equation
9
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Figure 3.1: Development of diffusion flame structures with increase in nozzle
velocity [7]
Le = Sc
Pr
= λ
ρcpD =
α
D . (3.3)
3.1.1 Mixture fractions and the conserved scalar
The mixture fraction ξ is a property of the mixture can be defined based on
the element mass fractions. The element mass fractions can not be changed
by reaction, they are only changed by mixing, therefore the mixture fraction
is a conserved scalar.
ξ = Zi − Zi,2
Zi,1 − Zi,2 (3.4)
Here 1 and 2 denote the fuel and oxidizer stream respectively. For ξ = 1
the mixture consists of fuel only, and for ξ = 0 the mixture consists of
oxidizer only. ξ is a conserved during chemical reaction and therefore it is
often called a conserved scalar. ξ does not have a chemical source or sink
term.
The transport equation for the element mass fraction is
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∂(ρZi)
∂t
+ ∂
∂xj
(ρuj) =
∂
∂xj
(ρD∂Zi
∂xj
) (3.5)
The similar governing equation for the mixture fraction is then
∂(ρξ)
∂t
+ ∂
∂xj
(ρξuj) =
∂
∂xj
(ρD ∂ξ
∂xj
) (3.6)
With some simplifications we can ignore the source term in the energy
equation. With the assumption that the Lewis number equals 1 (α = D),
and by ignoring radiation heat transfer and heat dissipation, and by ignoring
pressure gradients we can write
ξ = h− h2
h1 − h2 . (3.7)
Since the mixture fraction is a conserved scalar we can now write
φ˜ =
∫ 1
0
φ(ξ)f(ξ)dξ (3.8)
where f(ξ) is a probability density distribution based on ξ.
We can get the average properties in the turbulent flame by using this
PDF (Probability Density Function). For example
T =
∫ 1
0
T (ξ)f(xi)dξ (3.9)
ρYk =
∫ 1
0
ρ(ξ)Yk(ξ)f(ξ)dξ (3.10)
The Reynolds equation in mixture fraction space reads
∂
∂t
(ρξ) + ∂
∂xj
(ρξuj) =
∂
∂xj
= (ρD ∂ξ
∂xj
− ρξ′u′j) (3.11)
And the scalar variance is given as
ξ˜′′2 = ρξ
′′2
ρ
(3.12)
Which gives eq 3.13.
ρχ = 2ρD ∂ξ
∂xj
∂ξ′′
∂xj
≈ 2ρD
(
∂ξ′′
∂xj
)2
≈ 2ρD
(
∂ξ
∂xj
)2
≈ 2ρD
(
∂ξ˜
∂xj
)2
(3.13)
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Here D is the mixture diffusivity. When modelling turbulent combustion
a common assumption is equal diffusivity of species. The last part of 3.13
has been used to model the scalar dissipation in [8, ] and [3], but there
is no mathematical proof for the last transition. The assumption that this
transition is valid is made in order to approximate the scalar dissipation from
available data. The scalar dissipation rate, χ has the unit s−1 and quantifies
the rate of molecular mixing, and is a key property of the diffusion flame,
since the diffusion flame is controlled by the rate of mixing. χ is very difficult
to measure, therefore it is usally modeled. D in 3.13 measures the rate of
diffusion for the mixture fraction. In turbulent flows the rate of turbulent
mixing is much greater than the rate of molecular mixing. The rate of mass
diffusion and the rate of thermal diffusion are related to the same turbulent
eddies. For turbulent diffusion flames a common assumption is α ≈ D and
Le = α/D ≈ 1.
3.2 The prescribed PDF method
A commonly used method of modeling turbulent combustion is the statis-
tical approach using probability density functions. A probability density
function (PDF) gives the probability distribution of a certain property of
the reacting flow at a given location in the flame. The probability distribu-
tion is given by the mean and variance of the mixture fraction at each point
of the flame. By introducing probability density functions we decouple the
properties from the spatial dimensions of the flame and thus there is no
need to solve the a complicated turbulent flow field. This greatly simplifies
the calculations. The spatial dimensions are preserved through Eq. 3.11.
The shape of the pdf has to be prescribed. A frequently used formula-
tion is the β-distribution Eqs. 3.14-3.16. According to Ertesvåg [10, p.162]
and Warnatz, Maas and Dibble [8, p.214] a clipped Gaussian function, as
used by [3], probably fits better, but the need to calculate a tedious expo-
nential term and a non-continuous probability density function makes this
method more difficult to use. The shape of the β-PDF depends on the
values of the parameters a and b which must both be positive (a > 0 and
b > 0). Swaminathan and Bilger (1999) [11] did DNS calculations of PDFs
in turbulent combusting flows. Their study supports the use of a β-PDF to
model turbulent flames.
The β-distribution is given by the following equations
f(ξ) = ξ
a−1(1− ξ)b−1
B(a, b) (3.14)
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Figure 3.2: Schematic shapes of PDFs in a turbulent jet flame [9]
where 0 ≤ ξ ≤ 1. Here B is the β-function
B(a, b) =
∫ 1
0
xa−1(1− x)b−1dx = Γ(a)Γ(b)Γ(a+ b) (3.15)
ξ = a
a+ b and ξ
′2 = ξ(1− ξ)1 + a+ b (3.16)
Solving for a and b gives
a = ξ
(
ξ(1− ξ)
ξ′′2
− 1
)
and b = (1− ξ)a
ξ
(3.17)
3.2.1 Relations for fast chemistry
The relations for fast chemistry are given as follows
Yfu(ξ) =
0 for 0 ≤ ξ ≤ ξst(Yfu)1 ( ξ−ξst1−ξst) for ξst < ξ < 1 (3.18)
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Figure 3.3: Distribution of mass fractions in a diffusion flame with the fast
chemistry assumption
Yox(ξ) =
0 for 0 ≤ ξ ≤ ξst(Yox)2 ( ξ−ξst1−ξst) for ξst < ξ < 1 (3.19)
Yin(ξ) = (Yin)1(1− ξ) (3.20)
Yprod(ξ) = 1− Yfu(ξ)− Yox(ξ)− Yin(ξ) (3.21)
T (ξ) =
ξT1 + (1− ξ)T2 +
Q
cp
(Yfu)1ξ for 0 ≤ ξ ≤ ξst
ξT1 + (1− ξ)T2 + Qcp (Yfu)1ξst
1−ξ
1−ξst for ξst ≤ ξ ≤ 1
(3.22)
From Eq. 3.22 it is seen that the derivative of the temperature is a
constant in each of the two intervals.
dT
dξ
=
ξT1 − T2 +
Q
cp
(Yfu)1 for 0 ≤ ξ ≤ ξst
ξT1 − T2 − Qcp (Yfu)1
ξst
1−ξst for ξst ≤ ξ ≤ 1
(3.23)
3.2.2 Modeling of entropy production
These equations are listed from [4], but a variation of these relations can
also be found in [3].
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Sum of local entropy production terms in a flame
(S˙
′′′
gen)tot = (S˙gen)′′′chem + (S˙gen)′′′Q + (S˙gen)′′′mass + (S˙gen)′′′visc (3.24)
The reaction rate as a function of mixture fraction and scalar dissipation
rate is given as
Rk = −12ρχ
∂2Yk
∂ξ2
(3.25)
The chemical reaction contribution to entropy production is given as
(S˙
′′′
gen)chem = −
1
T
∑
k
µkRk
= ρχ˜ (Yfu)12(1− ξst)
(µfu(ξst) + rµox(ξst)− (1 + r)µpr(ξst))
T (ξst)
f(ξst). (3.26)
The heat flux contribution is
(S˙
′′′
gen)Q = −
qj
T 2
∂T
∂xj
= λ
T 2
(
∂T
∂xj
)2
= λ
T 2
(
∂T
∂ξ
)2( ∂ξ
∂xj
)2
≈ λ2D
ρ
(ρT )2
(
dT
dξ
)2
ρχ. (3.27)
The contribution of mass transfer to Eq. 3.24 is given as
(S˙
′′′
gen)mass =
∑
k
(
−jk,j
T
)(
∂µk
∂xj
)
T
≈
∑
k
Rk
(
−jk,j
Yk
)
∂Yk
∂xj
=
∑
k
Rk ρD
Yk
(
∂Yk
∂xj
)2
=
∑
k
Rk 12Yk
(
dYk
dξ
)2
ρχ
= 12ρχ˜
∑
k
Rk
∫ 1
0
1
Yk
(
dYk
dξ
)2
f(ξ)dξ. (3.28)
The dissipation term of the entropy equation can be split in a mean-
flow term and a turbulence term. The entropy production from viscous
dissipation in the mean entropy equation is given as
(S˙
′′′
gen)visc =
(Φ
T
)
= τij
T
∂u˜i
∂xj
+ τij
T
∂u′′i
∂xj
= τij
T
∂u˜i
∂xj
+
(
ρ
T
)
. (3.29)
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3.3 The Flamelet Model
A turbulent flame can be modeled as a series of flat laminar flames or
flamelets. A program like FlameMaster [12] creates a flamelet library for a
given set of parameters.
In [10] the flamelet regime is described as the part of a Borghi-diagram
where the turbulence intensity is low and the flame front is thinner than
the Kolmogorov length scale, which is the smallest turbulent length scale.
The flame front is rucked and looks like a series of small laminar flames or
flamelets. Each of these flamelets are modeled as one dimensional laminar
flames, and is coupled with the chemical kinetics mechanisms which are
defined for laminar flames. [13] has more information about the flamelet
method.
FlameMaster [12] can create flamelet libraries for an opposing jet flame.
The program has built in routines for solving H2 and CH4 as fuel. A good
description of how to create flamelet libraries is given in [13] and [9, p.388].
Chapter 4
Literature summary
This chapter is a for the most part a summary of the more extensive lit-
terature review done in the project, Irreversibility of combustion, heat and
mass transfer [14].
4.1 Papers
Dunbar and Lior [15] where possibly the first to investigate the details of
the sources of combustion irreversibility. . Their method was a simplified
approach which did not require solving the spatial Navier-Stokes, energy and
reaction kinetics equations, but instead they divided the entire combustion
phenomenon into four hypothetical sub-processes and applied them along
prescribed process paths. Through careful reasoning they evaluated the
irreversibility using a finite increment exergy analysis method. The analysis
was performed for combustion of CH4 and H2. Their proposed process paths
where:
1. a diffusion process where the fuel and oxygen molecules are drawn
together
2. a chemical reaction process leading to oxidation of the fuel
3. an internal heat transfer between high temperature product and the
unburned reactant
4. a physical mixing process where the system constituents mix uniformly
Out of the total exergy destruction, 72-77% was caused by internal heat
exchange, 15-18 % due to chemical oxidation reaction and 8-10% due to gas
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mixing. The analysis of Dunbar and Lior was able to provide important
results with a hypothetical approach which did not involev physical models.
Ertesvåg and Kolbu [5] used the CFD code SPIDER with EDC (Eddy
Dissipation concept) for turbulent combustion under a fast chemistry as-
sumption. They separated the entropy production into its mean and tur-
bulent parts. For the mean entropy production rate they found the heat
flux contribution to be the dominating source of irreversibility. The major
production of entropy happened in the fine structure, which represents the
smallest eddies in the turbulence . The reason for this is that in the EDC
the vast majority of chemical reaction happens in the fine structure.
Som, Agrawal and Chakraborty (2007) [16] studied the irreversibilities
in an impinging flame. They noted that the dominant source of thermody-
namic irreversibility in a diffusion flame is due to chemical reaction and that
the irreversibility component of each physical process is higher for diffusion
flames than for premixed flames.
Som, Mondal, Dash [2]. PDF mixture fraction approach is used. The
standard k- model was used to model the turbulence despite it’s shortcom-
ings for modeling swirling flow. Increasing the inlet pressure form 100 kPa
to 500 kPa increases the combustion efficiency, but decreases the second law
efficiency. This effect is most drastic for zero-swirl condition. This is caused
largely because unburnt particles in the exhaust increase the chemical ex-
ergy at the outlet.
Rakoupoulos and Michos [17] look at the combustion of biogas-hydrogen
mixtures in spark ignition engines. They find that increasing the amounts
of hydrogen in biogas decreases the rate of irreversibility production in the
flame. This can be attributed to the increase of combustion temperature
with increased amounts of H2 in the fuel.
Nishida and Takagagi (2002) [1] found chemical reaction to be the dom-
inant source of combustion irreversibility in laminar flames. For a turbulent
diffusion flame they found that the biggest contribution.
[3] used the prescribed PDF method to quantify the sources of entropy
production in a turbulent nonpremixed CH4 flame. They divided the contri-
butions to entropy generation in turbulent and laminar subrelations. They
found that 98% of the entropy production comes from the turbulent
Chapter 5
Simulations
Figure 5.1: Image of a simple jet flame in the center with 22.1% CH4, 33.2%
H2 and 44.7% N2. The jet velocity is 42.1 m/s and Re = 15200. The picture
to the left shows Rayleigh-scattering images of the flame. The image to the
right is from 2D-PLIF measurements.
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(a) Sketch of measurement locations (b) Computational grid
Figure 5.2: (a) Sketch of the locations of the point measurements. Point
measurements of ξ, T and Yk where made at 7 different distances from
the fuel outlet (b)Initial grid of measuring points in the flame used for
computations.
5.1 Scenario description
The TNF experimental data archive [18] contains data from measurements
on several different flame configurations. Most configurations are for a mix-
ture of fuels, but in this thesis the Sandia H2-A flame was chosen since it
has the simplest fuel composition with 100 % H2. The measurements of this
flame where made at Sandia National Laboratories and the setup is docu-
mented in [19],[20] and [21]. The fuel jet has a nozzle diameter of 3.75 mm
and fuel jet velocity of 296 m/s which gives Re = 10000 . The uncertainties
are listed in [19], in the interval 0.5 < ξ/ξst < 2, to be ±3− 4% for T , ξ, N2
and O2 mole and mass fractions. The uncertainty of measurement for YOH
is ±15%.
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Point measurements from the Sandia H2-A flame where curve fitted for
easy use in the simulations. The experimental data for this flame is available
from [18]. The data was used to find T (ξ), u(ξ) and Yk(ξ). Simultaneous
single shot data of the mass fractions of H2,O2,H2O, N2, OH, NO where
made with Laser Raman and Rayleigh scattering. LDV1-measurements
where made of the velocity profile at ETH-Zürich [22]. For the sake of
clarity the x denotes the position in the axial or streamwise direction of the
reacting flow and r denotes the radial direction.
The data set contains both Favre-averaged and Reynolds-averaged mea-
sured values of the temperature, mixture fraction and mass fractions. The
rms of the mixture fraction is defined as
ξrms =
√
ξ˜′′2 (5.1)
Table 5.1: Sandia H2-flame data [19]
Property Value Uncertainty of measurement
Fuel 100%H2
Jet velocity Uj 296 m/s ±1.5%
Inner diameter of fuel nozzle, d 3.75 mm
Red 10000
Coflow velocity 1 m/s ±1.3%
Coflow temperature 295K ±2K
Fuel temperature 296K ±2K
Stoichiometric mixture fraction, ξst 0.0285
Visible flame length,L ≈ 180D(675 mm)
5.2 Assumptions
1. The irreversibility contribution from viscous dissipation of the flow has
not been calculated since this contribution was found to be negligible
in the literature ([1],[3]).
2. The axial variation in mixture fraction, ξ(x) is assumed to be the same
for the whole radial cross section of the flame.
3. The chosen data set is for the Favre-averaged properties of the flow.
The root mean-square (rms) values of each property is also given in
the data set.
1Laser Doppler Velocimetry
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4. The pressure gradient in the flame is assumed to be negligible com-
pared to the concentration gradient shown in Eq. ??.
5. The scalar dissipation rate χ is assumed independent of the other
variables.
6. The mean entropy production is computed in 2 dimensions.
7. In Eq. 3.22 Q is the lower heating value of hydrogen
8. When using the fast chemistry relations, only the mass fractions of
H2,O2,N2 and H2O where considered. For the curvefits the measured
mass fraction of OH was accounted for in the entropy production term
from mass transfer Eq. 3.28, though since the highest measured mass
fraction of OH was 0.004, its contribution was to total was minimal.
9. NO-formation in the flame has not been considered since the mass
fraction of NO is O(10−4) in the part of the highest temperature
region of the flame. This is where mass fraction of NO reaches its
maximum since the N2 + O2− > NO reaction is highly temperature
dependent.
10. The conductivity of the mixture is given by Eq. A.11.
11. In the process of finding the scalar dissipation rate Eq. 3.13 the fol-
lowing assumption was made
(
∂ξ˜
∂xj
)2
=
(
∂ξ˜
∂x
)2
+
(
∂ξ˜
∂r
)2
+
(
1
r
∂ξ˜
∂θ
)2
︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
. (5.2)
12. The mixture is regarded as a mixture of ideal gases. By looking at a
generalized compressibility chart, like Fig A-1 in [23], this assumption
can be checked. Hydrogen has a critical pressure of 13.0 bar and
critical temperature of 33.2 K [23, Table A-1], and from the chart the
ideal gas assumption seems to hold since p/pc is low and T/Tc is high.
13. The diffusion coefficient in the scalar dissipation model, Eq. 3.13 and
the relation for entropy production from heat transfer, Eq. 3.27 is
the turbulent diffusion coefficient. An approximation for this must
be made from a turbulence model. A mixing length model can be
used. nuT is the value that is estimated. For a turbulent jet ScT
and PrT are set to be 0.7. The Lewis number is assumed to be unity
(LeT = ScTPrT = 1 ).
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14. Using Prandtl’s mixing length model one obtains the following relation
for the turbulent exchange coefficient,νT ,
νT = l2
∣∣∣∣dudr
∣∣∣∣ . (5.3)
Here l is the mixing length
A simple zero-equation turbulence model was used in the computa-
tions. In a turbulent shear flow, l is a function of the thickness, δ,
of the shear layer. Following the methodology in [8, p.207], in a tur-
bulent round jet in stagnant surroundings δ = 0.085x. The mixing
length is then found as
l = αδ for 0 ≤ r ≤ δ. (5.4)
where α = 0.075 determined from a variety of experiments for typi-
cal conditions. This correlation is taken from Launder and Spalding
(1972)[24] where they interpret δ as the distance from the center axis
to the point where the fluid velocity equals 1 % of the maximum ve-
locity differencde across the shear layer.
The balanced reaction for the combustion of hydrogen is
H2 +
1
Φ
1
2(O2 + 3.76N2)→ H2O + 0.5· 3.76N2 (5.5)
Since the temperature and mass fractions are given as piecewise continu-
ous functions their derivative must also be prescribed for the fast chemistry
assumption. The method of [3] was used to define these derivatives.
5.3 Curve fitting
The experimental data was curve fitted as a function of r and ξ in Matlab
R2010a using the “Basic fitting” plot tool. This tool allows the user to
choose a The best fit for the property was chosen from a visual evaluation
of the curve fitting polynomial and the its norm of residuals. In retrospect it
would be advantageous to write a script for choosing the best suited curvefit
for the data, since the process of doing this in the Matlab toolbox was quite
time consuming.
The curve fits for the Sandia H2-A flame are listed in Appendix B.
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Figure 5.3: Axial variation of ξ˜ at the centerline
5.4 Using the prescribed pdf method
With the prescribed pdf method the flame is regarded as a distribution
of mean mixture fractions, ξ, and variances, ξ′2. The calculations where
made in Maple 14.00. Maple was chosen for the computations because it is
powerful in solving symbolic functions. The Maple routine for calculating
the entropy production terms from heat transfer, mass transfer and chemical
reaction is attached in Appendix C.2.
The values of ξ and ξrms where quite low in the flame. The mixture
fraction is related to the mass fraction of fuel, and since the molar mass of
H2 is a lot lower than the molar mass of air this gives low mass fractions.
which is relatively low because of the gave high exponents a and b in for the
beta probability density function Eqs. 3.14-3.16. This subsequently resulted
in large intricate polynomials which could not be integrated analytically, and
therefore they had to be solved by numerical integration. The pdf for two
of the cells could not be found since the coefficients a < 0 and b < 0.
5.5 Description of calculation routine
A Maple routine was written
In the experimental data the axial variation of the mixture fraction was
only measured at the center of the flame. These measurements where curve
fitted using the above mentioned method, . The term ξ˜(x) and its derivative
partialξ˜/∂x where considered to be the same outside the center of the flame.
∂ξ˜
∂r >> ∂ξ/∂x, therefore this simplification does not affect the end result
significantly.
Thermodynamic data for the heat capacity, enthalpy and entropy of
each species was calculated with coefficients from [25].
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The density of the mixture is modeled using the ideal gas law. Relating
the density to mass fractions in the flame should be a better correlation.
Another possible adjustment to the same ideal gas model is
ρ(ξ) = (ξρ2T2 + (1− ξ)ρ1T1) 1
T (ξ) . (5.6)
ρ1 is the density of the fuel stream and ρ2 is the density of the oxidizer
stream.
The released heat from equation reference to fastchem T and dT was
set to be the value of the lower heating value of hydrogen (LHVH2 =
119950 kJ/kg in table A.21 in [23])
The following boundary conditions where imposed on the chemical re-
action term
As Xk → 0 Xkln(Xk)→ 0 (5.7)
As Xk → 1 Xkln(Xk)→ 1 (5.8)
(5.9)
From [4] the field of local entropy production can be calculated using
the following relation
I˙ = T0
∫
V
ρσ˜dV = T0
∫ ∫ ∫
S˙
′′′
genrdrdxdθ (5.10)
where ρσ˜ = ρσ denotes the sum of the production terms in the entropy
equation. dV = rdrdxdθ where r ∈ [0, rmax,i], x ∈ [0, L] and θ ∈ [0, 2pi].
rmax,i is the radial distance from the centerline of the outer measuring
point of the i’th measured sheet of the flame. The flame is assumed to
be symmetrical about the centerline and that there are no gradients in the
θ-direction.
I˙ =
∑
i
∑
j
S˙
′′′
genrij(∆r)j(∆x)i (5.11)
The computation script that does the volume integral of the flame for sum
of entropy is attached in Appendix C.
Figure 5.2b shows the grid The data set contains measurements from a
total of 72 points in the flame distributed over 7 different lengths from the
fuel outlet.
The calculated results where plotted in Matlab.
Figure 5.4 shows the outer shell of the computed flame when Fig. 5.2b
is rotated around the x-axis.
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Figure 5.4: Outer shell of the flame when Fig. 5.2b is rotated 360◦ around
the x-axis
Chapter 6
Results and discussion
The results from curve fitting experimental data is given in Appendix B.
The points (x, r) = (38L, 44) and (
3
8L, 48) could not be computed since
the for these points ξ′2 > ξ and thus no pdf could be found with the beta
distribution at these points since the coefficients a and b in eq.3.16 are
negative.
Fig. 6.1 shows the Favre averaged temperature distribution plotted from
the experimental measurements on the Sandia H2-A flame. The measure-
ments where made from the center of the flame and outwards to a maximum
radial distance of 56 mm (r/D = 15) from the centerline. Fig. 6.2 shows
the distribution of the mixture fraction in the flame.
Fig. 6.3 shows the distribution of the Favre averaged mass fractions of
H2, O2, H2O, N2 and OH in the flame.
Table 6.1: Total rate of entropy production with the fast chemistry assump-
tion
Source Mean rate of en-
tropy production,
S˙gen[W/K]
Irreversibility
rate, I˙ =
Tref S˙gen[W ]
Percentage of
total exergy
destruction
Heat transfer 0.4936 147.1 38.51%
Chemical reaction 0.4796 142.9 37.42%
Mass transfer 0.3085 91.95 24.07%
Sum 1.2817 381.9 100%
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Figure 6.1: Distribution of T˜ in K in the Sandia H2-A flame
6.1 Results for fast chemistry
6.2 Results for curvefits combined with fast chem-
istry
6.3 Possible sources of error
Some problems occurred when Yk(ξ)→ 0 since this causes division by zero in
the equation for entropy production from mass transfer 3.28. This problem
was resolved by setting the limits of the integral from ξst to 1 for YH2 and
0 to ξst for YO2 .
Equal diffusivities where assumed and Le = 1. These assumptions are
common practice in combustion engineering and are commonly used for
hydrocarbon fuels, but they are not valid for H2-flames. H2 has preferential
diffusion and Le < 1.
The computation time was long for the cells in the outer regions of the
flame where the mixture fraction was low. Low values of ξ and ξ leads to
singularities in the β-PDF since a < 1 and b < 1. An analytical method of
handling these singularities is given in [9, p.384]. This method was not used
in the calculations since this only proved to be a problem when calculating
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Figure 6.2: Distribution of ξ˜ in the Sandia H2-A flame
Table 6.2: Total rate of entropy production with calculations based on curve-
fits coupled with the fast chemistry relations in Eqs. 3.18-3.23.
Source Mean rate of en-
tropy production,
S˙gen[W/K]
Irreversibility
rate, I˙ =
Tref S˙gen[W ]
Percentage of
total exergy
destruction
Heat transfer 1.62 484.0 6.49%
Chemical reaction 21.5 6416.0 85.92%
Mass transfer 1.90 566.7 7.59%
Sum 25.06 7467.0 100%
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the irreversibility contribution of mass transfer. Instead the mass transfer
contributions of either H2 or OH was set to zero in the summation term in
Insert reference to mass transfer entropy production!!!!!!!.
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(a) Y˜H2 (b) Y˜O2 (c) Y˜H2O
(d) Y˜OH (e) Y˜N2
Figure 6.3: Distribution of the Favre averaged species mass fractions in the
Sandia H2-A flame.
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Figure 6.4: Axial profiles of the rate of entropy production for calculations
using the fast chemistry relations in [W/K]
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(a) (S˙
′′′
gen)Q (b) (S˙
′′′
gen)chem (c) (S˙
′′′
gen)mass
Figure 6.5: Results of calculations with fast chemistry assumption. Vol-
umetric entropy production in W
K∗m3 from (a) heat transfer, (b) chemical
reaction, and (c) mass transfer
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(a) (S˙gen)′′′tot (b) log((S˙gen)′′′tot)
Figure 6.6: Sum of volumetric entropy production calculated with the fast
chemistry assumption. (a) shows (S˙gen)′′′ in WK∗m3 and (b) is the base 10
logarithm of (a)
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Figure 6.7: Axial profiles of the rate of entropy production in [W/m3K]
with terms calculated using curvefits coupled with fast chemistry relations
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(a) (S˙
′′′
gen)Q (b) (S˙
′′′
gen)chem (c) (S˙
′′′
gen)mass
Figure 6.8: Results of calculations with curvefits. Volumetric entropy pro-
duction rate in W
K∗m3 from (a) heat transfer, (b) chemical reaction, and (c)
mass transfer
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(a) (S˙
′′′
gen)tot (b) log((S˙
′′′
gen)tot)
Figure 6.9: Sum of volumetric entropy production from calculations with
curvefits. (a) shows (S˙gen)′′′ in WK∗m3 and (b) is the base 10 logarithm of (a)
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Figure 6.10: Velocity profiles of the Sandia H2-A flame at different fractions
of the of the flame length L
(a) Fast chemistry (b) Curvefits
Figure 6.11: Profile of volumetric entropy generation from heat transfer,
mass transfer and chemical reaction at x = 1/8L. (a) is from the simulation
based on the fast chemistry assumption and (b) is from the simulation based
on the curvefits
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6.4 Discussion of results
The heat transfer production term in the entropy equation includes the
square of the temperature gradient. By looking at the fast chemistry for-
mulation, eq. 3.22, and its derivative Eq. 3.23 we see that increasing the
oxidizer temperature, T2, decreases the temperature gradient in the reacting
flow. Further inspection of the entropy production from heat transfer, eq.
3.27, yields that if T1 is held constant this term varies with ∆(T )2 where
∆(T ) = T1 − T2
Therefore preheating air should decrease the irreversibilities from inter-
nal heat transfer significantly. The entropy production from mass transfer
and chemical reaction will be reduced slightly since the average density
decreases and thus the ρχ term is lowered.
Lowering the concentration gradients will lead to a reduction of the
contribution of entropy production from mass transfer.
When using curvefits the rate of entropy production for entropy pro-
duction through all the three evaluated paths had higher values. In 6.2 we
see that the entropy production from chemical reaction is drastically higher
than for heat transfer and mass transfer.
OH only exists in the reaction zone as an intermediate species of reac-
tion. The formation of OH follows the steps shown below.
Step 1: H2 +O2 → HO2 +H (6.1)
Step 2: H +O2 → OH +O (6.2)
Step 3: O +H2 → OH +H (6.3)
The distribution of OH in the flame can therefore give an indication
of the position and thickness of the reaction zone. From Fig. 6.3d it can
be seen that the concentration of OH-radicals is highest in a thin shell at
the lower part of the flame. The entropy production from chemical reaction
when using the fast chemistry assumption, Fig. 6.5b, and for the curve fits
,Fig. 6.8b, have maximum values in roughly the same region.
From [23] the specific chemical exergy, ach of H2 is found from the
reaction H2 + 12O2 → H2O as
achH2 = [gH2 +
1
2gO2 − gH2O](Tref , pref ) +RTref ln
 (XeO2) 12
(XeH2O)
 (6.4)
where the superscript e means that the mole fractions should be con-
sidered in the surrounding environment. g is the specific Gibbs function
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given as g = h − Ts. The mass flow rate of the Sandia H2-flame is
m˙H2 = 0.000264 kg/s.
The chemical exergy of hydrogen evaluated at Tref = 298K, pref =1 atm
with (XeH2O) = 0.0115 (given in the experiment documentation [19]), X
e
O2 =
0.208 and with values for the Gibbs function of formation from Tab A-25 in
[23] is [−(−228590)+8.314· 298ln(0.2080.5/0.0115)]/MH2 = 117910 kJ/kg.
This is 98.3% of the lower heating value for hydrogen. The exergy of the
incoming fuel flow, A˙in in the equation for second law efficiency Eq. 1.2, is
then found as the mass flow rate multiplied with the specific chemical exergy
of the fuel (the contribution of kinetic energy of the flow is relatively small).
The second law efficiency is found to be 76.0 % for curvefit approximation
and 98.7 % when fast chemistry is assumed. In the current literature the
exergy destruction in the combustor is believed to be the range 20-30%
so the results from the simulations with curvefitted experimental data are
plausible, but they should indeed be verified.
[1] found that for laminar diffusion flames, heat conduction is the largest
contributor to the total exergy destruction.
The larger contribution of chemical reaction to the total entropy pro-
duction can be somewhat caused
Also the model used for ρχ˜ Eq.3.13 has not been proved mathematically,
but it is believed that it can approximate the scalar dissipation rate to
reasonable accuracy, as there are other large sources of inaccuracy with this
modelling approach.
The discretization method for volume integration of the the entropy
production in a 2D plane could magnify errors.
Inaccuracies in the measurements could also be a source of error.
Chapter 7
Conclusion
The literature on the subject of irreversibility of combustion gives no uni-
fied answer as to which mechanism in turbulent diffusion flames (or other
flame configurations for that matter) gives the highest contribution to the
total entropy production. For premixed flames many authors suggest that
irreversibilities from heat diffusion by conduction is the largest contribu-
tion to entropy production [15]. In general the entropy production from
each individual mechanism is higher for turbulent combustion than for lam-
inar combustion, and higher for nonpremixed combustion than for premixed
combustion [16].
Simulations where performed on a 2D grid of 72 cells. The aggregated
results of the simulation using the fast chemistry assumption are given in
Table 6.1. The percentage contribution of the total mean entropy produc-
tion rate for heat transfer is 38.5 %, for chemical reaction 37.4 % and for
mass transfer 24.1 %.
The simulation was also run with curve fits of the density averaged tem-
perature and mass fractions from experimental measurements. The result
from this simulation is given in Table 6.2. The percentage contribution
of the total mean entropy production rate was for heat transfer 6.5%, for
chemical reaction 85.9% and for mass transfer 7.6 %. The total irreversibil-
ity rate for this approach was almost 20 times higher than when fast chem-
istry was assumed. The assumptions made for calculations affect the results
significantly. The exergy efficiency is found to be 76.0 % for the curvefit
approximation and 98.7 % when fast chemistry is assumed.
In general the rate of entropy production is controlled by the tempera-
ture and concentration gradients of the flame. Increasing the temperature of
the coflow reduces the exergy destruction due to heat diffusion. Decreasing
the concentration gradients will give a reduction in the entropy production
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from mass diffusion, Eq. 3.28.
Chemical reaction in a diffusion flame happens in a thin layer where
the mixture of fuel and oxidizer is close to stoichiometric. The resolution
of the simulations was limited by the resolution of the experimental data,
and therefore the contribution of chemical reaction to the total entropy
production might have been overestimated.
The prescribed PDF model seems to work for the flame in question,
but if increased accuracy is demanded the fact that differential diffusion
takes place in turbulent hydrogen combustion and that Le < 1 should be
accounted for. The second law efficiency when fast chemistry is assumed is
a lot higher than what a bulk analysis suggests it should be.
Combustion processes taking place over a larger volume with no steep
temperature or concentration gradients are well suited for efficient com-
bustion. Most of the entropy production in a diffusion flame happens in
the lower part of the flame in the thin reaction layer. Increasing the sto-
ichiometric flame temperature reduces entropy production from chemical
reaction and is also advantegeous from a bulk exergy point of view.
Chapter 8
Further work
In this chapter some suggestions on further work on the subject of irre-
versibility in turbulent combustion are given.
1. The data set for the DLR-A Flame (22% CH4, 33% H2, 45% N2),
which is also available from the TNF experimental data archive [18],
has higher resolution than the data set used in this thesis. The method
of implementing curvefitted functions of ξ˜ for this flame could yield
more accurate results. The data set contains data for a wider range of
the mixture fraction because of the different composition of the flame.
This improves the accuracy of the curvefits and thus the method pre-
sented in this thesis may yield more accurate results.
2. Som and Datta (2005) [2] suggest oxygen enrichment and combustion
staging as methods of improving the second law efficiency in combus-
tion. Oxygen enrichment raises the stoichiometric flame temperature
and from a bulk exergy viewpoint it is known that this increases the
exergy efficiency. In the entropy production term from chemical re-
action, Eq. 3.26, higher stoichiometric flame temperature also lowers
the contribution of this mechanism to exergy destruction.
3. The exergy efficiency of other flame configurations such as a cat-
alytic combustor, oxyfuel combustion, chemical looping combustion
and PDE-engines are possibly topics to study.
4. The prescribed PDF method is simple to use and recommended for
computation on turbulent diffusion flames
5. In this thesis only a H2-flame has been studied. The prescribed PDF
method assumes that Le = 1, which is a reasonable approximation
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for turbulent combustion of hydrocarbon fuels, but not necessarily
true for turbulent nonpremixed H2-flames. Other methods like joint
PDF or the Flamelet model should also be considered. Computational
methods where the scalar dissipation rate can be readily found are
preferred. Simulations in FlameMaster [12] where planned for this
report, but could not be performed due to lack of time.
The results in this report where found from a simulation code developed
by the author. This code is attached in Appendix C.2. The code may
possibly contain errors.
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Appendix A
Equations
The ideal gas law is given as
p = ρRT/M. (A.1)
Where M is the molecular mass of the mixture.
The 1st law of thermodynamics for an open system when kinetic and
potential energy is ignored
dEcv
dt
= Q˙− W˙ +
∑
i
m˙ihi −
∑
e
m˙ehe. (A.2)
where i is the flow entering the system and e is the flow exiting the
system
The second law of thermodynamics is given as
dScv
dt
=
∑
j
Q˙j
Tj
+
∑
i
m˙isi −
∑
e
m˙ese + σ˙cv. (A.3)
The specific heat capacity is defined as
cp =
(
∂h
∂T
)
p
(A.4)
The specific heat capacity of the mixture,cp is given by
cp =
∑
k
Ykcp,k. (A.5)
For an ideal mixture of ideal gases
h =
∑
k
Ykhk(T ) (A.6)
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s =
∑
k
Yksk(T, pk). (A.7)
The chemical potential for an ideal gas is given as
µk = gk = hk − Tsk = hk(T )− Tsok(T ) +
R
Mk
ln
pk
pref
. (A.8)
The absolute entropy of an ideal gas is given as
sk = sk(T, pk) = sok −
∫ pk
pref
Rk dp
p
=
sk(Tref , pref ) +
∫ T
Tref
(
cp,k(T )
T
)
pref
dT −Rkln p
pref
. (A.9)
From [23, p.540]
TdS = dE + pdV −
∑
k
µkdnk. (A.10)
The thermal conductivity of a mixture of gases can be approximated by
the following relation, within an error of ±10− 20% as found in [8]:
λ = 12
∑
i
Xiλi +
(∑
i
Yi
λi
)−1 . (A.11)
For the simulations the following curvefits where made with the method
described in 5.3 from Table A.4 in Incropera and Dewitt’s Fundamentals of
Heat and Mass Transfer [26]:
λH2(T ) = 3.2778e− 008T 2 + 0.00032748T + 0.090588 for 300 < T < 2000K
λN2(T ) = 5.3835e− 005T + 0.011313 for 300 < T < 1300K
λO2(T ) = 6.0545e− 005T + 0.0097264 for 300 < T < 1300K
λH2O(g)(T ) = 1.3815e− 008T 2 + 6.635e− 005T − 0.0026736 for 380 < T < 850
Appendix B
Curvefits of experimental
measurements
B.1 Curvefits for Sandia H2 Flame A
Sandia flame with 100 % H2 and 0 % He in the fuel mixture. Nozzle
diameter 3.75 mm. Re = 10000, Ujet = 296 m/s. ξst = 0.0285
r and x are given in mm.
L=1/16: u(r) = −7.6298e−005r6+9.1034e−005r5+0.03191r4−0.02028r3−
4.0155r2 + 0.87894r + 147.24 (6th degree polynomial: norm of resid-
uals = 82.077)
v(r) = −0.12316r + 0.36232 (Linear: norm of residuals = 26.096)
w(r) = −0.0001569r4+0.00012244r3+0.044342r2−0.010704r−2.6034
(4th degree polynomial: norm of residuals = 5.7367)
k(r) = −0.00051756r6+0.000312r5+0.22075r4−0.046303r3−28.538r2−
0.1481r+ 1082.9 (6th degree polynomial: norm of residuals = 492.32)
L=1/8: ξ(r) = −6.7271e − 6r4 + 0.0003342r3 − 0.0048093r2 + 0.00319r +
0.26057 (4th degree polynomial: Norm of residuals = 0.0020478)
ξ′2(r) = −8.259e−008r5+3.8827e−006r4−6.054e−005r3+0.00031975r2−
0.00026386r + 0.002692 (5th degree polynomial: Norm of residuals
= 0.00031041)
T˜ (r) = −0.0009798r7 + 0.060385r6−1.4267r5 + 16.193r4−91.972r3 +
253.54r2−238.37r+909.77 (7th degree polynomial: Norm of residuals
= 40.187)
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Trms(r) = 0.000684r7−0.039977r6 +0.90089r5−9.8601r4 +53.975r3−
133.5r2 + 128.16r+ 130.97 (7th degree polynomial: norm of residuals
= 50.221)
T˜ (ξ) = 2.2845e+009ξ7−2.2908e+009ξ6 +9.3662e+008ξ5−2.0293e+
008ξ4 +2.561e+007ξ3−1.9559e+006ξ2 +82352ξ+325.71 (7th degree
polynomial:norm of residuals = 59.156)
Trms(ξ) =
{
42244ξ + 258.74 for0 ≤ ξ ≤ ξst
−1713.3ξ + 576.35 forξst ≤ ξ ≤ 1
(Linear: norm of resid-
uals = 87.061, 113.93)
ξ˜(r) = −5.3149e− 006r4 + 0.0003024r3 − 0.0047274r2 + 0.0037544r+
0.2603 (4th degree polynomial :norm of residuals = 0.0047918)
ξrms(r) = −4.2708e−007r5+2.3385e−005r4−0.00041863r3+0.0024066r2−
0.0019301r + 0.051337 (5th degree polynomial: norm of residuals =
0.0030138)
Y˜O2(r) = −2.3482e− 6r5 + 7.5223e− 5r4 − 0.00057019r3 − 9.9563e−
005r2 + 0.0038154r + 0.050382 (5th degree polynomial:norm of resid-
uals = 0.024732)
YO2 , rms(r) = 7.0251e − 007r6 − 3.6147e − 005r5 + 0.00067661r4 −
0.0056075r3 + 0.020025r2 − 0.021828r + 0.0099114 (6th degree poly-
nomial: norm of residuals = 0.016851)
Y˜H2(r) = −6.1171e−007r5+1.826e−5r4+1.3795e−5r3−0.0034138r2+
0.0010322r + 0.24603 (5th degree polynomial: norm of residuals =
0.0020454)
YH2,rms(r) = −5.9974e− 008r6 + 2.5721e− 006r5− 2.9742e− 005r4−
2.1739e − 005r3 + 0.0011832r2 − 0.00040796r + 0.053035 (6th degree
polynomial: norm of residuals = 0.0020001)
Y˜O2(ξ) = 354.47ξ4 − 249.22ξ3 + 62.403ξ2 − 6.2713ξ + 0.22559 (4th de-
gree polynomial: norm of residuals = 0.0084469)
Y˜H2(ξ) = 43.961ξ4−30.746ξ3 + 7.6998ξ2 + 0.24988ξ−0.00063242 (4th
degree polynomial: norm of residuals = 0.00098877)
Y˜N2(ξ) = −0.98592ξ+0.75955 (Linear: Norm of residuals = 0.0040608)
Y˜H2O(ξ) = −397.12ξ4 +274.39ξ3−68.021ξ2 +6.813ξ+0.015694 (Norm
of residuals = 0.0092266)
Y˜OH(ξ) = 202.37ξ5−157.11ξ4+45.137ξ3−5.71ξ2+0.27257ξ−0.00022817
(Norm of residuals = 0.0001169)
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X˜O2(ξ) = −1441ξ5+1283.3ξ4−447.85ξ3+76.318ξ2−6.2783ξ+0.20293
(Norm of residuals = 0.0056674)
X˜H2(ξ) = −8.7529ξ2+5.397ξ−0.022857 (Norm of residuals = 0.037231)
X˜N2(ξ) = −29.111ξ3 + 21.358ξ2−6.107ξ+ 0.77909 (Norm of residuals
= 0.0073577)
X˜H2O(ξ) = −696.42ξ4+455.5ξ3−102.05ξ2+8.1434ξ+0.029743 (Norm
of residuals = 0.020185)
u(r) = −4.9397e−006r6+1.0248e−005r5+0.0038693r4−0.0032975r3−
1.0055r2 + 0.14337r + 89.724 (6th degree polynomial: norm of resid-
uals = 18.736)
v(r) = 3.5108e−006r5 +2.5254e−005r4−0.0023157r3−0.011721r2 +
0.35818r+1.1314 (5th degree polynomial: norm of residuals = 3.3295)
w(r) = 0.010501r − 0.1054 (Linear: norm of residuals = 3.4586)
k(r) = 0.0045434r4 − 0.00164r3 − 2.6696r2 − 0.12037r + 379.28 (4th
degree polynomial: norm of residuals = 90.475)
L=1/4: ξ(r) = 7.1858e − 006r3 − 0.0003255r2 − 5.9972e − 005r + 0.10907
(Cubic: Norm of residuals = 0.0030086)
ξ′2(r) = −6.4692e − 011r6 + 5.8962e − 009r5 − 1.9805e − 007r4 +
3.0079e− 006r3 − 2.1417e− 005r2 + 5.8457e− 005r + 0.0006821 (6th
degree: Norm of residuals = 2.4599e− 005)
T˜ (r) = 0.01010064r5− 0.057946r4 + 0.83895r3− 1.0989r2− 2.8302r+
1488.5 (5th degree polynomial: norm of residuals = 79.289)
Trms(r) = −0.0089967r4 +0.41331r3−4.6914r2 +18.924r+188.7 (4th
degree polynomial: norm of residuals = 111.36)
T˜ (ξ) = −3.6215e7ξ4 + 1.2448e7ξ3−1.6084e6ξ2 + 84845ξ+ 325.98 (4th
degree polynomial: norm of residuals = 54.7214)
Trms(ξ) = −2.9847e10ξ6 + 1.1881e10ξ5 − 1.8735e9ξ4 + 1.4714e8ξ3 −
5.8435e6ξ2 + 97353ξ + 158.68 (6th degree polynomial: norm of resid-
uals = 8.834)
ξ˜(r) = 9.5866e− 6r3 − 0.00042613r2 + 0.00068464r+ 0.10822 (Cubic:
norm of residuals = 0.0030554)
ξrms(r) = −4.2709e−5r2 + 5.4976e−4r+ 0.025843 (Quadratic: norm
of residuals = 0.0037753)
Y˜O2(ξ) = 2072.3ξ4−769.87ξ3 + 117.88ξ2−8.397ξ+ 0.2309 (4th degree
polynomial: norm of residuals = 0.0029318)
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Y˜H2(ξ) = 249.54ξ4−92.929ξ3 + 14.41ξ2−0.013771ξ−3.0224e−5 (4th
degree polynomial: norm of residuals = 3.2018e− 4)
Y˜N2(ξ) = −38.207ξ3 +4.6597ξ2−1.0334ξ+0.76424 (Norm of residuals
= 0.0030693
Y˜H2O(ξ) = −1560.5ξ4 + 705.88ξ3 − 120.08ξ2 + 8.9282ξ + 0.0062749
(Norm of residuals = 0.0039641)
Y˜OH(ξ) = −4870.5ξ5 + 1257ξ4 − 92.204ξ3 + 0.015992ξ2 + 0.15694ξ −
0.00032783 (Norm of residuals = 0.00018838)
Y˜H2(r) = −2.8826e−7r4 +2.6208e−5r3−6.7042e−4r2 +0.0015532r+
0.083382 (4th degree polynomial: norm of residuals = 0.0034526)
YH2,rms(r) = 2.773e− 7r4− 1.4274e− 5r3 + 1.6618e− 4r2− 5.0893e−
4r + 0.027461 (4th degree polynomial: norm of residuals = 0.002281)
Y˜O2(r) = −2.105e− 6r4 + 1.1923e− 4r3− 0.0016558r2 + 0.0056868r+
0.0097559 (4th degree polynomial: norm of residuals = 0.012926)
YO2,rms(r) = 1.4766e−7r5+−1.148e−5r4+2.9072e−4r3−0.0025478r2+
0.0061698r + 0.013337 (5th degree polynomial: norm of residuals =
0.0081695)
X˜O2(ξ) = 2161.5ξ4 − 790.57ξ3 + 115.07ξ2 − 7.7892ξ + 0.20551 (Norm
of residuals = 0.002339)
X˜H2(ξ) = 3306.9ξ4− 1180.4ξ3 + 130.6ξ2 + 0.22705ξ− 0.001419 (Norm
of residuals = 0.0019324)
X˜N2(ξ) = −1274.5ξ4 +348.53ξ3−15.177ξ2−5.2214ξ+0.78292 (Norm
of residuals = 0.0020724)
X˜H2O(ξ) = −3951.1ξ4 + 1537.4ξ3 − 220.79ξ2 + 12.406ξ + 0.014185
(Norm of residuals = 0.005106)
u(r) = −3.2204e − 8r6 + 1.5829e − 8r5 + 1.1141e − 4r4 − 2.0003e −
5r3 − 0.12112r2 + 0.0028871r + 42.628 (6th degree polynomial: norm
of residuals = 10.522)
v(r) = 6.7407e − 8r5 − 9.5545e − 8r4 − 1.7499e − 4r3 + 1.8544e −
4r2 + 0.10642r − 0.074363 (5th degree polynomial: norm of residuals
= 2.1267)
w(r) = −8.2037e−10r6−1.4283e−009r5+2.8201e−006r4+3.2259e−
006r3 − 0.0029966r2 − 0.0011226r + 0.98238 (6th degree polynomial:
norm of residuals = 0.699)
k(r) = 5.8141e− 005r4 − 1.3149e− 005r3 − 0.14578r2 − 0.0024866r+
84.647(4th degree polynomial:norm of residuals = 38.854)
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L=3/8: ξ(r) = −3.4567e−008r4+4.4348e−006r3−0.00017006r2+0.00037434r+
0.070987 (4th degree polynomial: Norm of residuals = 0.0020896)
ξ′2(r) = −3.019e−11r5 +4.1477e−9r4−1.953e−7r3 +3.3434e−6r2−
1.2286e− 5r + 0.00018483 (5th degree polynomial: Norm of residuals
= 3.6463e− 5)
T˜ (r) = −8.2743e−005r5+0.011897r4−0.56634r3+8.9916r2−32.359r+
1857.6 (5th degree polynomial: norm of residuals = 91.412)
Trms(r) = 0.0010849r4− 0.13645r3 + 4.9155r2− 40.219r+ 203.84 (4th
degree polynomial: norm of residuals = 171.77)
T˜ (ξ) = 7.8498e + 006ξ3 − 1.5371e + 006ξ2 + 91656ξ + 288.22 (Cubic:
norm of residuals = 39.232)
Trms(ξ) = −3.6766e + 008ξ4 + 6.564e + 007ξ3 − 3.9395e + 006ξ2 +
80316ξ + 155.86 (4th degree polynomial: norm of residuals = 49.349)
ξ˜(r) = −5.2996e−008r4+6.6105e−006r3−0.00024469r2+0.0009596r+
0.070159 (4th degree polynomial: norm of residuals = 0.0030951)
ξrms(r) = −1.1857e − 009r5 + 1.7571e − 007r4 − 8.8495e − 006r3 +
0.00016065r2−6.7655e−4r+ 0.013789 (5th degree polynomial: norm
of residuals = 0.0011601)
Y˜H2(r) = −6.6716e−008r4+7.1706e−006r3−0.00022159r2+0.00057328r+
0.043823 (4th degree polynomial: norm of residuals = 0.0026363)
YH2,rms(r) = −2.2797e− 009r5 + 2.8321e− 007r4− 1.1659e− 005r3 +
0.00016451r2− 0.00054498r+ 0.013878 (5th degree polynomial: norm
of residuals = 0.0015719)
Y˜O2(r) = 1.2164e − 008r5 − 1.5635e − 006r4 + 6.4873e − 005r3 −
0.00082783r2 + 0.0030693r+ 0.0006444 (5th degree polynomial: norm
of residuals = 0.0088506)
YO2,rms(r) = 6.3401e − 009r5 − 4.8635e − 007r4 + 2.4527e − 006r3 +
0.00037546r2− 0.0030768r+ 0.0064669 (5th degree polynomial: norm
of residuals = 0.0092672)
Y˜H2(ξ) = −49.447ξ3 +13.134ξ2−0.062525ξ+0.0001087 (Cubic: norm
of residuals = 0.00026199)
Y˜O2(ξ) = −406.7ξ3 + 106.57ξ2 − 8.7691ξ + 0.2324 (Cubic: norm of
residuals = 0.0019587)
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Y˜N2(ξ) = −0.85614ξ + 0.76431 (Norm of residuals = 0.0033946)
Y˜H2O(ξ) = 399.64ξ3− 111.56ξ2 + 9.3646ξ+ 0.0043736 (Norm of resid-
uals = 0.0039395)
Y˜OH(ξ) = −29272ξ5 + 6219.6ξ4 − 450.36ξ3 + 10.756ξ2 + 0.030193ξ −
8.1914e− 005 (Norm of residuals = 0.0001403)
X˜O2(ξ) = −483.33ξ3 +109.57ξ2−8.2519ξ+0.20707 (Norm of residuals
= 0.002186)
X˜H2(ξ) = −804.34ξ3 + 134.01ξ2 − 0.51923ξ + 0.00087041 (Norm of
residuals = 0.0031433)
X˜N2(ξ) = 270.04ξ3− 22.016ξ2− 4.9431ξ+ 0.78267 (Norm of residuals
= 0.0031522)
X˜H2O(ξ) = 995.62ξ3 − 216.21ξ2 + 13.435ξ + 0.010105 (Norm of resid-
uals = 0.0049766)
u(r) = −1.0739e−008r6+9.7854e−009r5+3.9476e−005r4−2.1465e−
005r3−0.052641r2+0.0057941r+29.366 (6th degree polynomial: norm
of residuals = 2.6364)
v(r) = 2.8243e−008r5+7.1582e−008r4−8.3623e−005r3−0.00010832r2+
0.068171r + 0.070454 (5th degree polynomial: norm of residuals =
0.4977)
w(r) = 2.6308e−007r4−1.8109e−006r3−0.00052207r2+0.0026077r+
0.25292 (4th degree polynomial: norm of residuals = 0.40799)
k(r) = 2.746e−008r6 + 3.6729e−008r5−6.0165e−005r4−6.2092e−
005r3+0.0056038r2+0.013092r+36.046 (6th degree polynomial: norm
of residuals = 8.3416)
L=1/2: ξ(r) = 3.952e − 007r3 − 2.794e − 005r2 − 0.00052678r + 0.052666
(Cubic: Norm of residuals = 0.0026062)
ξ′2(r) = 3.8138e−009r3−4.2188e−007r2+9.7324e−006r+0.00013173
(Cubic: Norm of residuals = 3.0284e− 005)
T˜ (r) = 0.029039r3−2.7613r2 +36.78r+2026.9 (Cubic: norm of resid-
uals = 71.507)
Trms(r) = 6.1271e−4r4−0.074841r3 +2.498r2−10.752r+169.06 (4th
degree polynomial: norm of residuals = 68.373)
T˜ (ξ) = 3.8869e6ξ3 − 1.2274e6ξ2 + 87273ξ + 319.09 (Cubic: norm of
residuals= 127.0165)
Trms(ξ) = −5.586e8ξ4 + 8.0075e7ξ3 − 4.1308e6ξ2 + 77411ξ + 114.98
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(4th degree norm of residuals = 44.102)
ξ˜(r) = −1.8559e−8r4 +2.5313e−6r3−9.9684e−5r2 +2.9359e−5r+
0.051429 (4th degree polynomial: norm of residuals = 0.0010334)
ξrms(r) = 2.855e−7r3−3.0997e−5r2+6.9704e−4r+0.011165 (Cubic:
norm of residuals = 0.0014927)˜ξ′′(r) = 8.3565e − 9r3 − 8.2581e − 7r2 + 1.8045e − 5r + 1.2475e − 4
(Cubic norm of residuals = 2.9907e− 5)
Y˜H2(ξ) = −2280.3ξ4 +187.06ξ3 +6.195ξ2−0.037275ξ+8.486e−5 (4th
degree pol: norm of residuals = 1.874e− 4)
Y˜O2(ξ) = −23761ξ4 + 2092.7ξ3 + 29.725ξ2 − 8.3106ξ + 0.23172 (4th
degree pol: norm of residuals = 0.0021374)
Y˜N2(ξ) = −0.68091ξ + 0.76331 (Norm of residuals = 0.005569)
Y˜H2O(ξ) = −85.238ξ2 + 8.9679ξ + 0.0073409 (Norm of residuals =
0.005616)
Y˜OH(ξ) = −3.2081ξ2 + 0.19936ξ − 0.00065724 (Norm of residuals
= 0.00032893)
Y˜O2(r) = −3.1932e − 6r3 + 2.7729e − 4r2 − 0.0018528r + 0.0041331
(Cubic: norm of residuals = 0.010647)
YO2,rms(r) = 9.1122e−8r4−9.9052e−6r3+2.576e−4r2+9.569e−4r+
0.0082876 (4th degree polynomial: norm of residuals = 0.0083868)
Y˜H2(r) = −1.8808e− 8r4 + 2.1769e6r3− 6.718e− 5r2− 2.0091e− 4r+
0.024368 (4th degree polynomial: norm of residuals = 0.0016258)
YH2,rms(r) = −6.9004e−9r4 + 1.1051e−6r3−5.447e−5r2 + 6.013e−
4r+0.011237 (4th degree polynomial: norm of residuals = 8.3196e−4)
X˜O2(ξ) = −15409ξ4 + 1027.9ξ3 + 69.31ξ2− 8.191ξ+ 0.20695 (Norm of
residuals = 0.0017691)
X˜H2(ξ) = −898.08ξ3 + 154.7ξ2 − 1.3366ξ + 0.0036654 (Norm of resid-
uals = 0.0031636)
X˜N2(ξ) = −8.2471ξ2−4.8879ξ+0.78142 (Norm of residuals = 0.0065193)
X˜H2O(ξ) = 1280.1ξ3 − 249.68ξ2 + 14.45ξ + 0.0085668 (Norm of resid-
uals = 0.0057449)
u(r) = 5.3018e−6r4+1.0872e−6r3−0.018738r2−0.0022486r+20.786
(4th degree polynomial: norm of residuals = 3.8148)
v(r) = −1.5351e− 5r3− 5.5268e− 5r2 + 0.034188r+ 0.065714 (Cubic:
norm of residuals= 0.39636)
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w(r) = 2.4061e− 6r3 − 1.12994r2 − 0.0053201r + 0.261 (Cubic: norm
of residuals = 0.40993)
k(r) = −0.0089383r2−0.0036124r+21.493 (Quadratic: norm of resid-
uals = 8.3722)
L=5/8: ξ(r) = 2.8364e−007r3−2.4755e−005r2−4.9003e−006r+0.036211
(Cubic: Norm of residuals = 0.0015846)
ξ′2(r) = 9.2875e−011r4−1.0483e−008r3+3.1844e−007r2−2.1246e−
006r + 9.0718e − 005 (4th degree polynomial: Norm of residuals =
1.5389e− 005)
T˜ (r) = 0.014824r3 − 1.5621r2 + 14.852r + 2118.1 (Cubic: norm of
residuals = 77.74)
Trms(r) = 0.00056072r4 − 0.070641r3 + 2.5648r2 − 16.978r + 226.96
(4th degree polynomial: norm of residuals = 65.417)
T˜ (ξ) = −1.2226e+006ξ2 +95476ξ+294.56 (Quadratic: norm of resid-
uals = 50.341)
Trms(ξ) = 3.2765e+ 007ξ3− 2.9301e+ 006ξ2 + 62796ξ+ 191.4 (Cubic:
norm of residuals = 64.071)
ξ˜(r) = −9.3365e−009r4+1.3775e−006r3−6.355e−005r2+0.00032735r+
0.034624 (4th degree polynomial: norm of residuals = 0.0013795)
ξrms(r) = 8.2033e − 009r4 − 8.5954e − 007r3 + 2.3492e − 005r2 −
0.0001447r + 0.010365 (4th degree polynomial: norm of residuals =
0.00099016)
Y˜H2(ξ) = 122.45ξ3 + 3.8221ξ2 − 0.028206ξ + 9.6694e − 005 (Cubic:
norm of residuals = 0.00041852)
Y˜O2(ξ) = 1095.9ξ3 + 24.426ξ2 − 8.3718ξ + 0.2323 (Cubic: norm of
residuals = 0.0035447)
Y˜N2(ξ) = −0.80191ξ + 0.76463 (Norm of residuals = 0.0033369)
Y˜H2O(ξ) = −92.35ξ2 + 9.9802ξ + 0.00021333 (Norm of residuals =
0.0043411)
Y˜OH(ξ) = −212.16ξ3 + 9.0479ξ2 + 0.018844ξ − 0.00017928 (Norm of
residuals = 0.00037758)
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X˜O2(ξ) = 89.204ξ2−8.7498ξ+0.20952 (Norm of residuals = 0.0035856)
X˜H2(ξ) = 111.86ξ2−1.4121ξ+0.0061922 (Norm of residuals = 0.0047071)
X˜N2(ξ) = −20.487ξ2−4.5543ξ+0.78044 (Norm of residuals = 0.0042395)
X˜H2O(ξ) = −176.55ξ2 + 14.437ξ + 0.0050337 (Norm of residuals =
0.0067452)
Y˜O2(r) = −2.3895e − 006r3 + 0.00021717r2 − 0.0015714r + 0.018437
(Cubic: norm of residuals = 0.009286)
YO2,rms(r) = 8.0125e − 008r4 − 9.4549e − 006r3 + 0.00031492r2 −
0.0019556r + 0.036792 (4th degree polynomial: norm of residuals =
0.00633)
Y˜H2(r) = −7.4191e − 009r4 + 8.9417e − 007r3 − 3.1096e − 005r2 +
6.885e − 005r + 0.009052 (4th degree polynomial: norm of residuals
= 0.00059339)
YH2,rms(r) = 1.5776e − 007r3 − 1.2585e − 005r2 + 9.3534e − 005r +
0.0074099 (Cubic: norm of residuals = 0.00083021)
L=3/4: ξ(r) = 8.808e− 008r3 − 9.0225e− 006r2 − 0.00013071r + 0.026975
(Cubic: Norm of residuals = 0.00095176)
ξ′2(r) = 2.7985e−011r4−3.2709e−009r3+8.6676e−008r2−6.3694e−
009r + 6.1275e − 005 (4th degree polynomial: Norm of residuals =
6.547e− 006)
T˜ (r) = 0.0081243r3 − 0.80228r2 − 3.5596r + 2036.2 (Cubic: norm of
residuals = 58.481)
Trms(r) = 0.000222r4−0.026188r3 +0.75386r2 +1.5504r+342.19 (4th
degree polynomial: norm of residuals = 39.603)
T˜ (ξ) = −1.0231e+006ξ2 +93295ξ+341.05 (Quadratic: norm of resid-
uals = 26.312)
Trms(ξ) = −1.6794e + 006ξ2 + 47594ξ + 198.08 (Quadratic: norm of
residuals = 40.93)
ξ˜(r) = 1.181e− 007r3− 9.561e− 006r2− 0.00020455r+ 0.025334 (Cu-
bic: norm of residuals = 0.00085854)
ξrms(r) = 2.9146e − 009r4 − 2.9823e − 007r3 + 6.3568e − 006r2 −
1.9119e− 006r+ 0.0085654 (4th degree polynomial: norm of residuals
= 0.00049727)
Y˜H2(ξ) = 7.0761ξ2−0.09567ξ+0.00042952 (Quadratic: norm of resid-
uals = 0.00018756)
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Y˜O2(ξ) = 1919.2ξ3 − 28.172ξ2 − 7.9379ξ + 0.23167 (Cubic: norm of
residuals = 0.0011368)
Y˜N2(ξ) = 1880.2ξ3− 99.059ξ2 + 0.66676ξ+ 0.75384 (Norm of residuals
= 0.0014242)
Y˜H2O(ξ) = −3.2076e+005ξ4+15584ξ3−287.98ξ2+10.663ξ+0.0053646
(Norm of residuals = 0.00092408)
Y˜OH(ξ) = 2.5471ξ2 + 0.081919ξ − 0.00042632 (Norm of residuals =
0.00030392)
Y˜O2(r) = −9.531e − 007r3 + 8.5338e − 005r2 + 0.000904r + 0.04402
(Cubic: norm of residuals = 0.0068592)
Y˜H2(r) = 1.0045e−006r2−0.00010251r+0.0026805 (Quadratic: norm
of residuals = 0.00018634)
YH2,rms(r) = 2.668e − 008r3 − 1.6141e − 006r2 − 5.5053e − 005r +
0.0036538 (Cubic: norm of residuals = 0.00032926)
YO2,rms(r) = −2.7393e − 005r2 + 0.0012849r + 0.049388 (Quadratic:
norm of residuals = 0.0059831)
X˜O2(ξ) = 69.865ξ2−8.6457ξ+0.2094 (Norm of residuals = 0.0012774)
X˜H2(ξ) = 1899.9ξ3−8.9038ξ2 +0.15088ξ+0.00028744 (Norm of resid-
uals = 0.0013293)
X˜N2(ξ) = −21.371ξ2−4.5424ξ+0.77419 (Norm of residuals = 0.0018808)
X˜H2O(ξ) = −4057.3ξ3 +53.278ξ2 +11.637ξ+0.021833 (Norm of resid-
uals = 0.002669)
u(r) = 1.6165e−008r5+1.8170e−006r4−2.8545e−005r3−0.0073r2+
0.0098r+13.3566 (5th degree polynomial: norm of residuals = 0.97504)
v(r) = −4.1666e−006r3−4.237e−005r2 +0.01559r+0.12949 (Cubic:
norm of residuals = 0.24023)
w(r) = −4.8471e− 005r2− 0.0012328r+ 0.12431 (Quadratic: norm of
residuals = 0.23268)
k(r) = 8.3465e−010r6 +4.4142e−009r5−3.4471e−006r4−9.7037e−
006r3 + 0.0015039r2 + 0.0077246r + 8.6424 (6th degree polynomial:
norm of residuals = 1.3918)
L=1/1: ξ(r) = 5.4332e − 8r3 − 5.2383e − 6r2 − 3.1863e − 5r + 0.014193
(Cubic: norm of residuals = 2.2872e− 5)
ξ′2(r) = −2.0749e−11r4 +2.1528e−9r3−8.0241e−008r2 +9.8372e−
007r + 2.8062e − 005 (4th degree polynomial: Norm of residuals =
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1.132e− 006)
ξ˜(r) = 5.8268e−8r3−4.8694e−6r2−6.0246e−5r+ 0.012775 (Cubic:
norm of residuals = 0.0021583)
ξrms(r) =
√ ˜ξ′′2(r) = −1.0768× 10−6r2 + 1.1349× 10−5r+ 0.0054272
(Quadratic norm of residuals = 0.00014489)˜ξ′′2(r) = 1.3455×10−10r3−1.8429×10−8r2 +2.203×10−7r+2.9238×
10−5 (Cubic: norm of residuals= 1.3724× 10−6)
T˜ (ξ) = −1.053e6ξ2+1.0267e5ξ+312.56 (Quadratic: norm of residuals=
7.3225)
Trms(ξ) =
√ ˜T ′′(ξ) =) − 2.6047e6ξ2 + 48996ξ + 138.23 (Quadratic:
norm of residuals= 19.607)
T˜ (r) = 0.0047729r3 − 0.42666r2 − 3.8727r + 1450.9 (Cubic: norm of
residuals = 18.091)
Trms(r) =
√ ˜T ′′(r) = −5.0281e− 4r3 − 0.028418r2 + 2.1765r + 337.55
(Cubic: norm of residuals = 16.768)
Y˜O2(r) = −5.2075e− 7r3 + 4.2417e− 5r2 + 4.6139e− 4r+ 0.1272 (Cu-
bic:norm of residuals= 0.0017896)
YO2,rms(r) = 9.6335e−8r3−1.6294e−5r2+2.2983e−4r+0.044231(Cubic:
norm of residuals = 0.0010328)
Y˜H2(r) = −2.79e− 8r2 + 9.645e− 7r + 3.4907e− 5 (Quadratic: norm
of residuals = 2.0586e− 5)
YH2,rms = 7.786e− 11r5 − 9.7342e− 9r4 + 4.2756e− 7r3 − 7.7723e−
6r2 + 4.8914e − 5r + 1.1273e − 4 (5th degree polynomial. norm of
residuals= 5.8932e− 5)
Y˜H2(ξ) = 141.22ξ+ 0.0046358 (Linear: norm of residuals= 0.0060421)
Y˜O2(ξ) = 11498ξ3 − 337.42ξ2 − 5.0129ξ + 0.22231 (Cubic: norm of
residuals= 1.0064e− 4)
Y˜N2(ξ) = −1.2707ξ + 0.76761 (Norm of residuals = 0.0015705)
Y˜H2O(ξ) = 9.3837ξ + 0.001009 (Norm of residuals = 0.00166)
Y˜OH(ξ) = 12.715ξ2 − 0.14837ξ + 0.00060113 (Norm of residuals =
0.00014212)
X˜O2(ξ) = 7.7288ξ + 0.20535 (Norm of residuals = 0.00096997)
X˜H2(ξ) = −1.2674e + 009ξ5 + 5.9034e + 007ξ4 − 1.0723e + 006ξ3 +
9446.2ξ2 − 40.099ξ + 0.065642 (Norm of residuals = 7.3074e− 005)
X˜N2(ξ) = 104.24ξ2−7.7024ξ+0.79603 (Norm of residuals = 0.0014154)
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X˜H2O(ξ) = −160.26ξ2 + 16.209ξ − 0.0045258 (Norm of residuals =
0.0018399)
u(r) = 5.0164e − 7r4 + 6.7053e − 7r3 − 3.1053e − 3r2 + 5.8504e −
4r + 9.5894 for −54 ≤ r ≥ 41 (4th degree polynomial: norm of
residuals= 0.39371)
v(r) = −2.464e− 6r3 − 2.7504e− 5r2 + 0.0083642r + 0.10623 (Cubic:
norm of residuals= 0.18631)
w(r) = −9.0967e− 4r+ 0.023461 (Linear: norm of residuals= 0.2811)
k(r) = 5.375e− 6r3 − 4.137e− 4r2 − 6.43e− 3r + 4.469 (Cubic:norm
of residuals= 0.91708)
Axial curvefits Measured at the center axis of the flame.
ξ˜(x) = 1.4391e− 16x6 − 3.8068e− 13x5 + 4.0685e− 10x4 − 2.2454e−
7x3 + 0.67753e− 4x2 − 0.10874e− 1x+ 0.81169 (6th degree: norm of
residuals = 9.1376e− 15)
ξrms(x) = 1.7706e − 012x4 − 3.4683e − 009x3 + 2.4707e − 006x2 −
0.00077397x+ 0.10118 (4th degree: norm of residuals = 0.0013517)
T˜ (x) = −2.2038e− 008x4 + 3.4941e− 005x3− 0.029116x2 + 12.614x+
33.552 (4th degree: Norm of residuals: = 37.809)
Appendix C
Programs
C.1 MATLAB script
1 function sum=sumentropy(sig,x,R,N)
2 %For every step in the axial direction, x, sum all the cells from 0 to
3 %r_max of the flame. Output is a vector including the sum of the entropy
4 %production at every axial point x from the fuel outlet.
5 %R(i,j) is considered to be the center of every cell (x,r) in the flat
6 %plane.
7
8 S_sum=zeros(length(x),1);
9 for i=1:length(x)
10 if i==1
11 dx=x(1);
12 else
13 dx=x(i)-x(i-1);
14 end
15
16 for j=1:N(i)
17 if j==1
18 dr=0.5*(R(i,j+1)-R(i,j));
19 else
20 dr=R(i,j)-R(i,j-1);
21 end
22 S_sum(i)=S_sum(i)+2*pi*R(i,j)*sig(i,j)*dr*dx;
23 end
24 end
25 sum=S_sum;
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26 end
C.2. MAPLE ROUTINE 69
C.2 Maple routine
R is in J/kmol*K. 
The turbulent Schmidt and Prandtl numbers are approxiamately 0.7 for an unconfined turbulent jet. The
stoichiometric mixture fraction is calculated from the assumption that 
all the data points are stored in an m x n  array, where m is the position along the length of the flame, 
while n is the axial coordinate.
Curvefits of thermodynamic properties are found from "The Chemkin Thermodynamic Database", by 
Sandia. The  values "a" are for 300-1000K and the values "b" are 1000-5000K. Note that H°(T) = H°(T)
- H°(298) + Hf°(298), where Hf°(298) is the species heat of formation at 298K, H°(T) is the standard 
enthalpy at temperature T, and H°(298) is the standard enthalpy at 298K.
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with(Student[NumericalAnalysis]);
Calculate the probability distribution with a beta function.
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m is the index of the vector axial[] which describes the distance from the fuel outlet
The chemical potential is the same as the gibbs function or h-Ts. 
This part assigns the respective curve fits for each segment of the flame 
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Unloading Units:-Standard
Assigning fast chemistry relations for T annd Y_k outside the measured domain.
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and 
Calculate conductivity of mixture lambda(xi)
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Write data to text files.
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